
Transform your Pitch...

...from a 
Cost Centre

The only solution consistently
proven for over 25 years

...to a 
Profit Centre

Terraplas is now part of the Internationally renowned



The Uses for your Stadium are Limitless...

Prestige Conventions

Product Launches Wrestling and Boxing MatchesPoker or other game Tournaments

Fairs and Circus’

Corporate Meetings and Dinners

Venue Maintenance

Alternative Sports

Boat Shows Car and Caravan Shows

High Profile Concerts Political Rallies

Race Start and Finish Areas Additional Parking Areas



...with a Terraplas Turf Protection System.

Monster Trucks

Temporary Ice Rinks

Graduations

Exhibitions Award Presentations Tradeshows

Weddings and Parties Milestone Anniversary Celebrations

Hospitality AreasReligious Gatherings - inc Papal Visits

Open Areas for any EventPartial Cover for Smaller Concerts

Helicopter Landing Pads Concession Areas



John Beattie, Stadium & Facility Director – Arsenal FC, UK.

“With the ever growing concert season at Emirates Stadium the use of terratrak plus ®

has been a vital part of our pitch protection system. This has allowed our groundstaff 
the confidence that even with the heavy loads applied during the stage build and

the elongated covered period when the public are on the pitch, the resulting damageto the playing surface will be minimal.”
Lee Jackson, Head Groundsman - Manchester City FC, UK

terratrak plus® also means heavy cranes and articulated lorries can move around
the pitch with no issues regarding weight loadings and the product gives us great
confidence in regards to pitch protection.”

Lee Zeidman, Senior VP of Operations, Anschutz Entertainment Group,
owners of StubHub Center (formerly Home Depot Center), Carson, CA, USA.

“Not only does terraflor protect the Stadium grass better than any other®

product on the market, it locks together and overlaps, making a floor that is 
outstanding for our concert guests as well as a great work surface for the
production and operations staff.”

Richard Andersen, Former President of Dolphins Stadium 
(now Sun Life Stadium), Miami, FL. USA

“The entire staff were equally impressed with the Terraplas
system and the people backing it. Being a multi-purpose,
world-renowned stadium we have a responsibility to provide the
best possible facilities for all of our tenants. The Terraplas system
allowed us to host two great concerts and then provide one of the
best natural grass playing surfaces in the major leagues for our
Florida Marlins game.”

Jacques Grobbelaar, CEO, Stadium Management South Africa
FNB Stadium I Orlando Stadium I Dobsonville Stadium I Rand Stadium

We have been using terraflor® & terratrak® since the
FNB Stadium (formerly called Soccer City) opened for
the FIFA World Cup in 2010 and have hosted over 16
major international concerts and events
as well as 40 – 50 smaller events requiring some form of pitch protection in that time.

The FNB Stadium is extremely busy, with some 18 sporting events a year, therefore if we are to get
the most out of the stadium, including generating revenue, we have to hold concerts as well. The
only way to be sure we can achieve all we need to is to have the very best pitch protection, which
we believe we have. …The system has worked brilliantly and has enabled us to use our pitch virtually
to capacity and as a result maximise the return on our investment .”.

“Having this in place [Desso GrassMaster] in conjunction with covering the pitch
for concerts using terratrak plus® means we have a true and level surface to work
with post concerts here at the Etihad Stadium. This is essential given the reduced
window we work to in comparison to other similar venues.
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